
As Professor Olson explains in his preface, this book is intended to be "an intermediate essay" — something that combines the two opposite approaches that he has found to be inadequate for most students. He identifies these two approaches as, on the one hand, specialized studies written by social scientists emphasizing theoretical concepts relating to development and underdevelopment and suitable to advanced students and, on the other hand, general textbooks on the history of the entire Middle East since before the rise of Islam. In effect, he is proposing to write a general account of contemporary Syria, particularly on the rise of the Ba'th Party and the history of the country under Ba'thist rule. Not only is he right about the need for such surveys, but he has also done quite a good job with this one. While its usefulness could have been enhanced by the availability of an inexpensive paperback edition, this book should serve the purpose of courses on twentieth century Middle Eastern history quite well. Portions of the book could also be used in various social science courses in conjunction with works of a more theoretical nature.

Professor Olson's book is like most surveys — "intermediate" or more general — in not being based primarily on his own original research. He uses some primary materials, like writings of Michael Aflaq, but in the main this book is a synthesis of books and articles by such people as Tabitha Petran, Patrick Seale, Gordon Torrey, Raymond Hinnebusch, Malcolm Kerr, and Nikolaos Van Dam. The author was quite conscientious about giving credit to all of these secondary works, as indicated by his 22 pages of footnotes for 188 pages of text; this, together with an excellent lengthy bibliography, provides a valuable guide for students and others who want to pursue particular matters in depth.

The author provides what, in many ways, is a favorable picture of the al-Asad regime, particularly during its early years. The regime is said, despite the predominance of the Alawi minority in it, to have widespread support not just among minorities but throughout the rural areas (even extending to Sunnis, including devout ones), where its achievements have been considerable, and to have been in the process of further
broadening its support before the mid-1970s. It is stressed that “a major revolution has occurred in the relationship between the rural areas and the urban centers in terms of political representation,” a development that is “unique in the political history of the modern Middle East” (p. 179), and even that the rapid progress of the country — notably “the uniformity of development and resource allocation, especially in the peripheral provinces” (p. 185) — could probably not have occurred under a non-minority-dominated government.

But Olson also emphasizes the break that came in 1976, with Syrian involvement in Lebanon (on the side of the Maronite rightists), for now the Alawi character of the regime became clearer to the “average Syrian” and “it became increasingly necessary for the Al-Asad regime to curtail the enlargement of political enfranchisement” in order to survive (p. 187).

While the survival of the regime into the 1990s is dismissed as unlikely, the religious opposition is played down in some ways. The author maintains that its “strongest support” comes from formerly privileged groups like merchants and land owners and suggests that its “largely urban nature” (p. 167) will prevent it from overthrowing the regime.

It should be noted that the manuscript for this book was completed a few months before the earthshaking events of 1982, including the abortive revolt in Hama and the Israeli invasion of Lebanon. However, an introductory section contributed by Professor Max Kortepeter, written in August 1982, provides cogent remarks on these developments.

There are inevitably numerous small points in such a book about which a reviewer could quibble. And there is obviously much room for disagreement with some of his analysis. However, Professor Olson deserves high marks for producing a generally solid survey and one that is especially useful for students. Considering that he has previously published books on subjects as far apart as eighteenth century Ottoman-Persian relations and the Iranian Revolution, he is to be commended for the breadth as well as the depth of his scholarship.
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